Derby Public Schools • Success Story
Derby Public Schools Improves Line Speeds and Simplifies Daily
Tasks with Solana, Horizon’s Cloud-Based School Nutrition System

Derby Public Schools is a public
K-12 district located in Derby, CT.
A longtime Horizon customer,
they made the switch to
cloud-based solution Solana on
the first day of the 2016-2017
school year.
The results? Checking out
students in the line is faster,
reporting for back of house
operations is simplified, and
there are fewer calls to technical
support. And online applications
have transformed the way they
manage student eligibility.
“Point of Sale that’s Simpler,
Clearer and Easier to Use”
Solana’s serving screen was
designed in collaboration with
the food service industry’s
leading POS user-interface expert
and Horizon customers. So it’s
no surprise that Food Service
Manager Sal Giannoti says his
staff finds Solana “simpler, clearer
and easier to use.” Not only are
their lunchlines moving faster
because of how easy it is to
check out students; depositing
money into student accounts and
searching for visiting students in
the lunchline is faster.

“Easier to Do Everything”
Sal manages the back of house
operations with his office manager,
and they both find the reports are
simple, yet comprehensive, and
make it “easier to do everything.”
Co-managing the back of
house operations is no longer
a headache because they don’t
have to waste time searching for
reports, and they can “both access
everything in one place.”
“We Literally Didn’t Have to Do
Anything”
For Derby School District, it’s
perhaps the online Free &
Reduced Price Meal Program
application system that has
made the biggest impact on their
operations. Sal and his team have
perfected the parent application
process at orientation, throughout
the year, and upon registering a
new student.
Parents submit applications online
when they register students.
Parents that inquire about a paper
application are encouraged to
submit the application online,
which eliminates incomplete
applications or the chance

of an application being lost in the
paper shuffle. At the 2017-2018
open houses, computers were set
up and principals directed parents
to fill out their applications right
then and there. Sal sat nearby
with his laptop and enjoyed simply
refreshing the webpage, watching
the number of new applications
being submitted rise. According to
Sal, “we literally didn’t have to do
anything.”
“Cloud Based is the Way to Go”
Since implementing Solana, Sal
notes there have been less calls
for technical support. From front
to back of house,every level of
the operation (parents, students
and staff) have seen a significant
change for the better. As Sal says,
“cloud-based is the way to go!”

“

The point of sale is simpler, clearer
and easier to use. Solana’s reports
make it easier to do everything.
Cloud based is the way to go!
SAL GIANNOTI
Food Service Manager

”

Bright Solutions, Brilliant Service
Horizon Software International, an Atlanta-based technology company, is an innovative leader in software solutions for school
nutrition program operations and online payments. We offer integrated front-of-house and back-of-house school nutrition
technology solutions, as well as K-12 payment and registration systems for school meals, fees and activities. With district-hosted and
cloud-based product offerings, Horizon provides customizable and scalable software solutions able to meet the needs and budget
of any food service operation.
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